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Abstract 
 
The commissioning of a PAL-XFEL (Pohang Accelerator Laboratory X-ray Free Electron Laser) was started 
on 14 April 2016. To verify the shielding design of the PAL-XFEL such as the tunnel thickness and electron 
beam dumps and secure the radiation safety during the commissioning, the neutron and gamma dose rates 
have been measured at the outside of the tunnel enclosure under the normal and the well-controlled 
accidental operation conditions. The measured dose rate was compared with the shielding criteria of the PAL 
and the calculated dose rate at the design stage, and the performance of beamline shielding components was 
verified. In addition, the responses of RP BOD (Radiation Protection Beam-Off Detector) and the charge 
comparator to monitor the accidental beam operation near the main beam dump were described. 
 
Introduction 
 
The operational parameters of the PAL-XFEL are 10 GeV electron energy, 200 pC pulse charge, 60 Hz 
repetition rate and single or double bunches. After getting the operation license from Korean regulation body, 
NSSC (Nuclear Safety and Security Commission), the commissioning of the PAL-XFEL was started. The 
electron beam was accelerated up to 10 GeV energy on 25 April 2016, and the hard X-ray(HX) free electron 
laser was first observed using 4 GeV electron beam on 14 June 2016.  
During the commissioning, the neutron and gamma dose rates were measured at the outside of tunnel 
enclosure. The measured neutron and gamma dose rates was compared with shielding criteria of the PAL [1]. 
For the shielding criteria in the normal operation, 10 mSv/year on the outer surface of the shielding wall is 
applied, and it can be converted to 5 μSv/h with annual working time of 2,000 h. The radiation dose for an 
accidental event is limited to 1 mSv during 1 hour. Although the planned maximum beam power is 240 W, 
the maximum beam power during the commissioning was 20 W because the repetition rate was limited as 10 
Hz and the single bunch was available. Hence, this difference of the beam power was considered when the 
measured total dose rate is compared with the shielding criteria. 
 
Measurement of dose rate during normal operation 
 
The shielding design with regarding to the tunnel thickness and several electron beam dumps of the PAL-
XFEL was determined with the consideration of the normal beam loss scenario [1]. At the HX main beam 
dump, the operation with planned maximum beam power is available. However, the repetition rates is limited 
as the 10 Hz at the spectrometer dump and the tune-up dump.  
To measure the dose rate, the Victoreen 451p gamma surveymeter and the Berthold LB6411 neutron 
surveymeter (or Thermo FHT762 Wendi-II) were used, and the dose rate of an RMS (Regional radiation 
Monitoring System) was crosschecked. The total monitoring points of the RMS are 29 at present, and the 
gamma and neutron detectors of the RMS are the Thermo FHT192-10 and the Thermo FHT762 Wendi-II, 
respectively.  
The level of measured total dose rate was similar with or slightly higher than the background level during the 
normal operation. For example, the result during first acceleration up to 10 GeV on 25 April 2016 was shown. 
The spectrometer dump, BAS3H, is located at the beam transport line (BTL) tunnel after the LINAC. The 
designed beam power of the BAS3H is 40 W, i.e. 10 Hz, double bunches. The maximum beam power during 
the measurement was the half of the designed value, 20 W. The survey positions were the outside of the 
south wall near the BAS3H including the position of the RMS, X-HXU1, as shown in Fig. 1. From the 
results of dose rate measurement as shown in Fig. 2, the total dose rates at all survey positions were 
sufficiently low including the exit dose rates at the tunnel sleeve, which was highest in the FLUKA [2] 
calculation at the design stage. The measured dose rate was consistent throughout the outer wall surface at 
the height of the electron beamline. The difference of the neutron dose rate between the LB6411 surveymeter 
and the FHT762 Wendi-II RMS may be caused by the difference of the energy range of two neutron 



detectors. The calculated dose distribution at the beamline height by FLUKA code is shown in Fig. 3. The 
total calculated dose rates at the hotspot in red square and at the RMS position in green square were 1.7 and 
0.3 μSv/h with single bunch, respectively. Hence, the measured dose rate is less than or equal to the 
calculated dose rate by FLUKA code. Because the compensated dose rate by considering the difference of 
beam power was less than the shielding criteria, the shielding thickness is sufficient to secure the radiation 
protection of workers. 
 

 
Fig.1. Position of BAS3H spectrometer dump at the BTL tunnel and survey position at south wall. 
 

 
Fig.2. Results of dose rate measurements at the outside of 
south wall using surveymeter and RMS when the electron 
beam of 10 GeV, 0.2 nC, 10 Hz, 1 bunch was dumped at 
BAS3H spectrometer dump. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig.3. Calculated total dose equivalent rates at the 
electron beamline height with the usage of BAS3H 
spectrometer dump using FLUKA code. Red square: 
hotspot, Green square: RMS X-HXU1. 

 
 
Measurement of dose rate to check the beamline shielding effectiveness under accidental operation 
 
Severe accidental scenario of the PAL-XFEL is the failure, i.e. power-off of the main dump magnet, because 
high-energy radiation is produced at the forward direction and can reach to the experimental area [1]. We 
installed the permanent safety magnet with the collimators for the dump of bent electrons in the front-end, 
and the fixed stopper after the 3 cm vertical mirror offset in the optical hutch in preparation for this 
accidental scenario as shown in Fig. 4. To check the performance of the shielding components in these 
regions, neutron and gamma dose rates were measured at the outside of the tunnel and the inside of the 
optical hutch and the experimental hutch under the well-controlled accidental conditions by the radiation 
protection team of PAL.  
 



 
Fig.4. Beamline components at the front-end and the optical hutch. The safety magnet is located at the downstream of 
the main dump magnet to prevent electon beam go straight through beam pipe under main dump magnet failure 
scenario. The fixed stopper to block the line of sight radiation is located after the mirror system.  
 
The electron beam conditions were 8 GeV, 200 pC, 10 Hz and single bunch. In the normal operation such as 
the usage of the screen at the end of the undulator section, i.e. upstream of the main dump magnet (MDM) 
with closed safety shutter (SS) at the front-end, all of region is safe as shown in Fig. 5. We used three 
different colors to show the dose rate distribution as follows; 
 

 Green : Background level, or Gamma + neutron dose rate except background 
under planned beam power (240 W) < 5 μSv/h 

 
 Yellow : Gamma + neutron dose rate except background in present < 5 μSv/h 

                            But, it can be exceed 5 μSv/h under planned beam power. 
 

 Red : Gamma + neutron dose rate except background in present > 5 μSv/h 
 

 
Fig.5. Dose rate distribution in normal operation; MDM normal + SS closed + Screen inserted 
 
Including the failure of the main dump magnet, we measured under mis-steering conditions of the main 
dump magnet. For example, the electron beam of 8 GeV energy is bent by the magnetic field for 4.2 GeV 
electron. Under both the failure and mis-steering condition, the total measured dose rates in the optical hutch 
was below 1 mSv/h as shown in Fig. 6. The hotspot in the optical hutch was not the exit of beam pipe from 
the front-end to the optical hutch, and the dose rate of the hotspot did not changed whether safety shutter was 



opened or closed. Shielding components at the front-end such as the safety magnet and collimators were 
effective because the measured dose rate was less than the shielding criteria of the accidental event.  

 
Fig.6. Dose rate distribution in accidental operation; MDM failure + SS & HS opened 
 
The highest dose rates was observed at the case of the inserting the screen at the end of undulator section 
with the opened safety shutter. Because high-energy bremsstrahlung photons generated by the screen come 
into the optical hutch directly through the beam pipe, the measured dose rate at the optical hutch was very 
high as shown in Fig. 7, especially the gamma dose rate near the first optical mirror was about 10 mSv/h. 
The fixed stopper after the mirror offset was effective to suppress the dose rate at the experimental hall and 
the inside of the experimental hutch even if the hutch shutter (HS) was opened. The opening of the optical 
hutch door is prohibited with the opened safety shutter, and nobody enter the optical hutch inside. Hence, the 
risk of this case is smaller than that of the failure or mis-steering of the main dump magnet. 

 
Fig.7. Dose rate distribution in accidental operation; MDM normal + SS & HS opened + Screen inserted 



The occurrence of all of mentioned accidental scenario is prevented by the PSIS (Personal Safety and 
Interlock System). Especially, for the screen at the end of undulator section, the PSIS reads the in/out status 
of screen directly and compares with the status of the safety shutter. 
 
Response of RP BOD and charge comparator near main beam dump 
 
The RP BOD (Radiation Protection Beam-Off Detector) and the charge comparator were installed to detect 
the accidental beam operation near the main beam dump. The proportional counter, Toshiba E6876-600, was 
used for the RP BOD because of its fast response. To make the fast trip-output, single discriminator was 
applied with unipolar shaping using the self-made preamplifier-amplifier. Hence, the trip-output signal to the 
PSIS was generated within 5 μs. Using the RP BOD, we can stop the beam within two bunches because the 
time of detect-to-actuate is between 16.7 ms and 33.4 ms. Fig. 8 shows the position of RP BOD at the front-
end. We installed three RP BOD near the main beam dump and one RP BOD near the fixed stopper in the 
optical hutch. Fig. 9 shows the response of RP BOD and trip-output signal to set the trip-threshold level. 
When the trip-output signal is generated, the internal relay to the PSIS is operated at the same time. Because 
the large amplitude difference was observed under accidental operation, we could determine the trip-level 
with single discriminator. During the commissioning, we are checking the long-time stability of system.  
 

 
Fig.8. Position of the RP BOD near the main beam dump in the front-end. 
 

 

 
Fig.9. Response of RP BOD, Channel 1 to 3 are unipolar signal from RP BOD of which positions are described in Fig. 
8. Channel 4 is trip-output signal to set the trip-threshold level; (left) accidental operation, failure of the main dump 
magnet, (right) normal operation  
 
The charge comparator is to stop the beam when the failure and mis-steering condition of main dump magnet 
is happened. The electron bunch charge is measured directly using BCM (Beam Charge Monitor) during the 
operation of the PAL-XFEL. The charges of last two BCMs before and after the main dump magnet were 
used for the charge comparator. The loss rate is calculated as follows; 
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where QUP is the bunch charge at the BCM before the main dump magnet and QDN is the bunch charge at the 
BCM after the main dump magnet. Fig. 10 shows the test results of the charge comparator. At the normal 
currents, most of the bunch charge was maintained after the main dump magnet and the loss rate was very 
small. However, the loss rate was increased as about 100 % when the beam hits the vacuum chamber of the 
main dump magnet. It means that the charge comparator also has good performance to detect the malfunction 
of the main dump magnet. 
 

 
Fig.10. Test results of the charge comparator under different applied currents of main dump magnets with 8 GeV beam 
 
 
Conclusion 
 
We measured neutron and gamma dose rates during the commissioning of the PAL-XFEL. Under the normal 
operation, the level of measured dose rate is similar with or slightly higher than the background level, and 
compensated dose rate by considering the difference of beam power is less than or equal to the calculated 
dose rate by FLUKA code. To check the performance of the beamline shielding components, radiation dose 
rate were measured under the well-controlled accidental condition. Because the measured dose rate did not 
exceed the shielding criteria of the PAL except the inside of the optical hutch, the permanent safety magnet 
with collimators and the fixed stopper were effective to suppress the radiation due to the accidental operation. 
The dose rate will be increased above 12 times with consideration of planned electron beam, however, PSIS 
prevents the occurrence of accidental condition. In addition, the responses of the RP BOD and the charge 
comparator under the accidental condition were remarkably different with those under the normal operation. 
They had good performance to detect the failure or mis-steering of the main dump magnet.  
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